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What is affordable housing?What is affordable housing?

I l i i i h l hi h i• In general, it is either rental or ownership housing 
priced to be accessible to people who cannot 
afford to rent or purchase a home at market rates.p

• It is housing where shelter costs are 30% or less 
of a household’s gross annual income.



Why does housing matter?Why does housing matter?

• Housing is fundamental to achieving:• Housing is fundamental to achieving:
– Healthy child development
– Stable family relationshipsy p
– Education and literacy
– Family wealth and social status

• It is the base upon which to provide other  
supports (i.e, job training, day care, education, 
home care).home care).



Who do we serve?Who do we serve?

• We provide housing to more than 25 000 people• We provide housing to more than 25,000 people
– 18,400 Nova Scotians live in public housing:

• 8,500 in senior housing projects 
9 900 i f il h i j t• 9,900 in family housing projects 

– 6,600 Nova Scotians live in Co-ops, Non-profit, Rent 
supplement housing 

• We help families, seniors and individuals 
undertake needed home repairs/adaptations: 

12 000 h h ld i t d i th t fi– over 12,000 households assisted in the past five years



Summary of Action to Date

Funding Component $ Available $ Committed

RRAP A t $9 0 M / $5 0 MRRAP Agreement 
(2-yr extension to March 2011)

$9.0 M /yr $5.0 M (2010-11)

Affordable Housing Agreement
(2-yr extension  to March 2011)

$13.3 M $10.6 M
y

Economic Stimulus/Economic Action Plan

- To upgrade existing co-ops/non profits $20.6 M $20.6 M

T b ild h i f l i $27 4 M $24 1 M- To build new housing for low income   
seniors & individuals with disabilities

$27.4 M $24.1 M

- To upgrade existing public housing $48.1 M $43.7 M

Total $128 M $104 M



On the move . . . 

Yarmouth – Affordable Housing –
T i d h d i (P iTwo semi-detached units  (Private  
Developer)

B i tBarrington – Affordable Housing –
Redeveloped old school - Nine new 
rental units. (Private Developer)



On the move . . . 

Halifax - North End 
United Cooperative –
Economic Stimulus –
Invested approximately $3.1 pp y
million to retrofit  131 
existing homes.



On the move . . . 

Sydney – Economic Stimulus –y y
Twenty-eight new semi-detached 
units for seniors and individuals 
with disabilities.



On the move . . . 

Halifax – Economic Stimulus – Fifty-nine unit senior apartment building.



On the move . . .



On the move . . . 



On the move . . .



Moving Forward on Homelessness

• Homelessness is a complicated issue. 

• Action: 
– We are expanding our efforts

Colloborating/Partnering– Colloborating/Partnering 

• Projects (committed or underway)
– Rent supplement funds to shelter providers in the Halifax areaRent supplement funds to shelter providers in the Halifax area
– St. Leonard’s Society 18 units project in Halifax
– Adsum Housing – 10-unit project for transition housing. 
– Cape Breton Association for Housing Development 6 unitsCape Breton Association for Housing Development 6 units 



Moving Forward

• We are continuing to invest the remainder of the availableWe are continuing to invest the remainder of the available 
Economic Stimulus, Affordable Housing and RRAP funds.  

• This is the largest infusion of funding for creating /• This is the largest infusion of funding for creating / 
preserving affordable housing in decades. 

Th i t t i i th l f ff d bl• These investments are increasing the supply of affordable 
housing in Nova Scotia and are helping to ensure that the 
existing supply is more physically and economically 
sustainablesustainable.



 

 

 

 

 

 

Preamble:   

At one time 'Housing' was a fully-staffed, stand-alone Ministry  of the Provincial Government of 

Nova Scotia.  At present, Housing Services is a branch of the NS Department of Community 

Services.  From its location one might deduce that in Nova Scotia 'housing' is itself a community 

service, one amongst a host of such services.  Furthermore, from its now diminished presence 

and relative isolation,  one might also conclude that in Nova Scotia housing is of peripheral 

importance.    

 

Far from it.  Access to decent and appropriate housing  is a basic human right.  Housing Is far 

more than a social service.  Housing is a major sector of the Province's social-economy.  In 2008, 

residential construction accounted for approximately 2.36% of the province's Gross Domestic 

Product.  Housing secures jobs and generates revenues for the construction and related 

industries. Housing requires an independent agency, perhaps its own Ministry.   The Minister  or 

Director of such an Agency would benefit from the advice of a broadly representative Housing 

Secretariat.  The Agency would embrace all segments of the housing sector and use its resources 

to leverage all the community capital available to it. The Agency would play the lead role in 

encouraging much-needed intra-governmental collaboration and cooperation.   

 

Meanwhile, in the short-term, the Government may wish to sponsor a Province-wide housing 

consultation which asks the right questions in the right places and is as widely consultative and 

transparent as possible.  The Affordable Housing Association of Nova Scotia (AHANS) would be 

pleased to play a lead role in such a process.    

 

1.  Housing - A Basic Human Right:   Access to decent and appropriate housing is a fundamental 

social/economic right and is recognized as such by the UN - but not as yet by Canada or any of its 

provinces or territories.   This oversight must be addressed, if not by the Government of Canada, then by 

its individual provinces and territories, including Nova Scotia.   Housing is widely acknowledged as an 

input into better health, better education, better employment.  In short, it is perhaps one of the most 

critical determinants of quality of life.  As a social, economic and cultural good housing is of enormous 

consequence to all Nova Scotians.  The production, deployment, financing, maintenance and 

management of housing has huge implications for employment-, transportation-, land use-, 

environmental-, social-, and economic-, and environmental planning and development.  



 

2. Housing Is More Than A Social Service:  'Social service' is only one of the many roles housing plays 

in our lives.  In fact, only a small fraction of the Province's housing stock comes under the brief  of the 

Minister of Community Services.  More to the point, it is the affordability, accessibility, sustainability  and 

well-being of the Province's housing stock as a whole that must be of principal concern to the 

Government of Nova Scotia.  Thus, as important as they are and as modest as is their extent, the 

effectiveness of the housing programmes administered by NS Housing Services can only be assessed in 

relation to the performance of the whole housing sector including all of its parts - public, private and not-

for-profit. 

 

So who speaks for the housing sector as a whole?  At present, no one does. The Province's housing 

sector is a very large system of many interacting parts and it includes the bits which fall under the brief of 

the Department of Community Services.  Logically, housing in its most representative sense, that of the 

housing sector as a whole, is inappropriately placed in the Ministry of  Community Services.  

 

3.  The Key Is the Independence of Housing:   The form of its independence (Ministry with its own 

Minister, Crown Corporation, separate department, separate division within another department, etc.) 

must be open to dialogue.  What shouldn't be open to dialogue is the independence of the Province's 

agency responsible for housing and its ability to be creative and responsive.  Failing the above, housing 

would fall more appropriately under some Ministry other than Community Services,  eg. Economic and 

Rural Development.  

 

4.  A Representative Housing Secretariat:   Moreover, as a reflection of housing's major importance to 

the Province's social-economy and its nature as a broad-based system of interacting parts, an 

independent Housing Agency or Ministry would benefit greatly from the advice of an appointed 

Secretariat widely representative of the Province's housing sector.  Existing examples might be the Youth 

Secretariat and the Senior Citizens Secretariat.   

 

The Secretariat  would:   monitor housing need and supply;  monitor the existing stock and report 

regularly on its condition;  report to the Minister of Housing,  both to advocate for the Sector and advise 

the Minister annually on the priority of housing needs and supply - where  and how best to distribute the 

Province's housing resources.   The Secretariat would also be a resource to the Sector and on the basis 

of 'best practices' would advocate for the Sector.  It would be proactive in its advocacy and animate 

discussion and debate and would support such through its research and networking activities.   The 

Secretariat would animate the development of a Provincial Housing Strategy and Action Plan with targets 

and performance indicators.  The Secretariat would have a staff and the financial wherewithal, provided 

by the Minister, necessary to support it.   

 



5.  Who's In Who's Out?    Privileged access has been granted to the housing industry's biggest private 

sector players - from real estate, banking, development, construction, to long term care providers, etc.  

Housing Authorities which report directly to the Department of Community Services may appear to be 'in' 

but still seem to have the status and appearance of necessary evils.  On the other hand, the constant 

complaint of community-based, non-profit  housing-developers, -owners and -managers  is that they feel 

left out, under-funded and patronized by a Housing Services Department which for its own part, seems 

immune to criticism and short on imagination.  

 

6. Leveraging All the Resources:   The private sector has neither the will nor the capacity to operate 

where it can't make a profit.  By the same token, governments have neither the human nor the financial 

resources to meet all of the urgent needs unmet by the private sector. Nova Scotia's housing 'system' is 

simply not working  to its full potential.  Were it to do so, it simply could not afford to treat housing as a 

social service.  Moreover, it could ill-afford not to leverage all of the resources available to it.  For its part, 

Nova Scotia Housing Services maintains  a low profile, and frequently relies  on its own forces.  In doing 

so it has failed at great cost to leverage the sources of human, material and financial capital available to it 

in the Province's public and non-profit community-based sectors.  In dramatic contrast, the housing 

agencies of New Brunswick, Quebec and Newfoundland & Labrador for example, have been particularly 

adept at strategically deploying their limited  resources to leverage significant additional resources from 

their respective communities.  In those provinces,  proactive leadership has served as a catalyst in 

mobilizing broad support across the housing sector as a whole.  Indeed, as models of co-operation and 

collaboration their example is both illuminating and informative,  and for we in Nova Scotia - somewhat 

embarrassing.   

 

7.  Intra-Governmental Collaboration and Cooperation Urgently Required:   In Canada three, 

sometimes four levels of government operate simultaneously.  In housing, provinces are required to lead.  

In Nova Scotia, leadership through research and informed policy-making and programme development 

has been largely absent.  And when it has been present, as in the recently released Poverty Reduction 

Strategy, the results have been most disappointing.  The three levels contend with one another, when 

good sense and our limited resources would clearly demand active co-operation, collaboration and 

mutual respect.  Instead, our three levels of government trip over one another and when they're not doing 

that, they're so distant that matters of urgent concern often fall between them for want of champions.  The 

situation is unacceptable and must be urgently addressed.  What's more, protocol requires the Province 

both to make the first move and thereafter to lead.  

 

 

8.  A Province-wide Housing Consultation - Asking the Right Questions in All the Right Places:   

Experience and the ready example of others, tell us that we could be making far better use of our limited 

resources, to far greater effect and for the greater benefit of all Nova Scotians.  In this regard, we are 



reminded of the stated intention of the Housing Services  Branch to launch a Province-wide 'Affordable 

Housing Consultation'.  Mindful of the disappointing results  from earlier consultations, AHANS proposes 

that the Government embrace this initiative warmly, accelerate the process, broaden its mandate to 

include the Housing Sector as a whole, and to that end appoint a panel of 6 to 8 persons, broadly 

representative of Nova Scotia's housing sector. Whereas, transparency and widely inclusive consultation 

will insure broad support and smooth implementation, the Panel should consult widely across the 

Province and where appropriate with counterparts and colleagues throughout the Atlantic Region and 

elsewhere in Canada. The panel should be given a time frame of no more than 12 months in which to 

research and prepare a final report.  AHANS would be pleased to participate in such a panel and would 

be more than pleased to assist in developing its configuration and mandate.   

 

9.  AHANS Is Ready to Play a Lead Role:  The Affordable Housing Association of Nova Scotia (AHANS) 

is a registered non-profit society.  In addition to its work in the fields of research, education and policy 

development and criticism, AHANS is directly involved in the development of decent and affordable 

ownership and non-profit rental housing.   In addition, AHANS has  commissioned two important studies 

which it would be pleased to share:  The State of  Affordable Housing In HRM,  and The State of 

Affordable Housing in Rural Nova Scotia.   The latter document arose from a Province-wide consultation 

involving seven round-tables and a day-long symposium.  AHANS would be pleased to share its 

experience and stands ready to play a leading role in the upcoming Affordable Housing Consultation. 

 
Respectfully submitted on behalf of the Board of Directors, 
Affordable Housing Association of Nova Scotia (AHANS), by: 
 
 
 
Grant Wanzel, Acting President and Claudia Jahn, Executive Committee Member 
 
 
 
28 October 2010.. 
 


